For each of the following multiple choice questions, write the letter that corresponds with the best answer provided.

1. píng yǒu
   A. May I ask
   B. honorable family name
   C. Li You (a personal name)
   D. Friend

2. shén me
   A. Hello
   B. Mr.
   C. what
   D. Friend

3. lǐ yǒu
   A. How about you
   B. what
   C. Li You (a personal name)
   D. Friend

4. wáng péng
   A. May I ask
   B. How about you
   C. Mr.
   D. Wang Peng (a Personal name)

5. qǐng wèn
   A. miss
   B. May I ask
   C. Mr.
   D. Li You (a personal name)

6. xiǎo jiē
   A. May I ask
   B. miss
   C. Wang Peng (a Personal name)
   D. Friend

7. guì xìng
   A. Mr.
   B. honorable family name
   C. Li You (a personal name)
   D. Friend

8. nǐ ne
   A. May I ask
   B. what
   C. Friend
   D. How about you

9. nǐ hǎo
   A. honorable family name
   B. How about you
   C. what
   D. Hello

10. xiān shēng
    A. May I ask
    B. what
    C. Mr.
    D. Wang Peng (a Personal name)